MILITARY FAST DEPLOYMENT

SOLUTIONS

ABOUT US
Airstruct is part of the Avnon Group- a leading provider of turnkey
solutions and Technologies for governments, HLS agencies, Police and
Special Units in the public safety, and defense arena.
Airstruct is a pioneer in the field of fast deployment, inflatable
structures. Our team of experts places great emphasis on creating
innovative design solutions for a wide variety of inflatable structures.
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ENEMY STAGING

Airstruct inflatable solutions are used by military, police, first responders
and disaster management units, providing a fast and easy solution
for field missions. From inflatable structures such as field hospitals,
field command headquarters, shelters, the Airstruct structures can be
deployed within minutes.

www.airstruct1.com
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COMMAND TENT
The command tents are waterproof, flame retardant and
mold resistant with durable, strong roofs. Airstruct designs
flexible structures, providing clients the ability to customize
and expand a structure- attaching walls using a combination
of rigid PVC and polyester.
An anti-skid floor deck may be attached which connects to
the chassis and walls to create a completely enclosed area.
The deck is available in a range of sizes, from: variety of
sizes. From 3X3, 3X4.5, 3X6 to sizes 4X8. matter of minutes
to deploy a construction.
Airstruct’s tents are designed for extensive use in harsh
environments providing the optimal solution for military, first
responders emergency services and municipalities when time
is of the essence.
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FIELD HOSPITAL

At Airstruct we understand the pressing
needs of emergencies in battle; natural
disasters etc. and have the immediate
solution to create a field hospital in
minutes.

INFLATABLE
TENTS
The inflatable events tent is an innovative
patent changing the industries’ rules
completely. The tent inflates within
minutes, saving a lot of money on
materials, construction and installation
and of course time.
This inflatable tent solution is easy to
store and move from place to place, a
fact that makes this solution different
from any other structure.

Airstruct’s folding inflatable tent structures
are known for their high quality and strength.
Select the structure color to fit your needs 7
shades in stock and 203 added shades. We
offer innovative roof structures tailored to
meet your exact requirements.

The inflatable structure is made out of
durable materials and is maintained by
an automatic air-pressure pump making
sure the structure remains stable over
time.
The tent structure is filled with water
around its base, to keep it in place in all
weather condition.

Like it’s logo, Airstruct believes in keeping
the environmental green and clean our
modern designs are all Eco-friendly, easy
to move around and store.

www.airstruct1.com
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ADVANTAGES

The essence of Airstruct’s products is saving money for your project along with
the convenience and innovation, and environment friendliness – our customer’s
financial saving is a significant component of every product we manufacture. Aistruct
budget.

In order to build a temporary structure you need

FRIENDLY TO THE ENVIRONMENT

planning, installation, materials and a large team of

Airstruct’s products are made of materials that are friendly to the environment and to

crew members.

you, the user. By using our products you keep a good environmental quality, prevent

solutions

solve

construction

costs

the use of environmental hazards materials that do not recycle.

innovatively and efficiently while rendering the work
quick and easy.
Airstruct's, inflatable roofing and structures allow
large and wide structures to be housed anywhere
for any purpose.
While

keeping

the

structure

USER

EASY FOR STORAGE AND MOBILITY
Inflatable products are easy to store and move around quickly and effectively.
Our inflatable, fast deployable structures are easy to transport, erect and store.

environmentally

conscious and with minimum material and installation

INFLATABLE FURNITURE

costs.

Airstruct creates furnishing revolution and has an innovative furnishing line that are
modern, durable at a variety of climatic conditions, easy to stow and carry, ideal for
events. This light and friendly to the environment, beautiful inflatable furniture fits any
room and outdoor area, delivering a special and futuristic look in a moment.
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FRIENDLY

STORAGE

Airstruct's

EASY

as convention halls) is a long and complex process.

specializes in manufacturing products that will not only meet your needs but also your

E FURNITURE

Setting up a structure or roofing in large areas (such

INFLATABL

INFLATABLE ROOFING
& STRUCTURES

IMMEDIATE SAVINGS

CONTACT US
+972 3 691 45 64

+972 3 945 59 93

info@airstruct1.com
20 Zvi Bergman St. Petach Tikva 4927976. Israel
www.airstruct1.com

